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Among my favorite speakers at the Republican National Convention was California Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger. His speech put in plain English – note I mean plain wording here, not
plain pronunciation – what it means to be a Republican.

"The Governator," as he has been referred to, is very fond of the values and principles cherished
by Republicans because he himself knows what it’s like to be under the figurative boot of
Communism and socialism.

In his speech, Schwarzenegger told how he decided to be a Republican. "I remember watching the
Nixon and Humphrey presidential race on TV," he said. "A friend ... translated for me. I heard
Humphrey saying things that sounded like socialism .... But then I heard Nixon speak ... about
free enterprise, getting government  off your back, lowering taxes and strengthening the military.
Listening to Nixon speak sounded more like a breath of fresh air. I said to my friend, ‘What party
is he?’ My friend said, ‘He's a Republican.’ I said, ‘Then I am a Republican!’”

Schwarzenegger then went on to tell his fellow immigrants how they are to know if they are
Republicans.

"If you believe that government should be accountable to the people, not the people to the
government , then you are a Republican." This pretty much sums up the basic belief of the party.
Republicans, unlike many of their Democratic counterparts, believe that government is ran by
people, not people by the government. This is that notion of "getting government off your back."

"If you believe a person should be treated as an individual, not as a member of an interest group,
then you are a Republican." This knocked down the reliance of Democrats on dividing Americans
into interest groups. Many Democrats thrive on envy of one group over another and often
promise to take from one group and give to another. They promise to help such groups out in
turn for their vote. Most Republicans see people as individuals with potential, not as members of
some politically-expedient interest group.

"If you believe your family knows how to spend your money better than the government does,
then you are a Republican." Republicans have long been for cutting taxes. This is in stark contrast
to many Democrats who believe they know how best to spend your money. They arrogantly raise
taxes and redistribute wealth as they see fit, which in most cases is by handing it out to one of
their interest groups.

"If you believe our educational system should be held accountable for the progress of our
children, then you are a Republican." For too long, many of our schools have passed kids along in
an effort to not offend their self-esteem when they can’t pass a class. Many have excused poor
performance because they have little faith in the ability of children who are disadvantaged to



succeed. It ’s what President Bush has called "the soft bigotry of low expectations." Republicans
believe that  every child has the potential to  succeed and the best way to see it happen is by
holding schools accountable and motivating them to teach better.

"If you believe this country, not the United Nations, is the best hope of democracy in the world,
then you are a Republican." Republicans, as contrasted to many Democrats, believe the major
driving force behind positive change in the world is the United States, not the United Nations,
which is made up of many rogue and dictatorial regimes. The United Nations cannot be expected
to move the world toward peace and democracy.

"And, ladies and gentlemen, if you believe we must be fierce and relentless and terminate
terrorism, then you are a Republican." This is in stark contrast to John Kerry’s notion of a more
"sensitive" approach to dealing with terrorists.  Under the unwavering leadership of President
George W. Bush, the United States has been on the offense against terrorist groups, while John
Kerry and many on the left have been either wishy-washy or opposed to fighting our enemies
all-together.

Before you think, after reading all of this praise, I am a registered Republican and I’m just
spouting off their talking-points, think again. I’m neither. I just have a lot more admiration for the
GOP than I do the Democrats.


